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10 ĐỀ THI HỌC KÌ 1 MÔN TIẾNG ANH 11 CÓ ĐÁP ÁN 

1. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 1 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGUYỄN THÁI HỌC 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest: 

1. A. climate        B. comic         C. hike             D. website 

2. A. worked        B. laughed     C. hoped          D. naked 

3. A. cover           B. category    C. ancient        D. decorate 

4. A. buddhism    B. bomb         C. viable          D. bulb 

5. A. language     B. happen      C. experience  D. know 

II. Choose the word or phrase (a, b, c or d) that best fits the blank space in each 
sentence: 

6. I've got lots of ______ but only a few really good friends. 

A. best friends     B. neighbors      C. acquaintances     D. partners 

7. The students in this class were made ______ very hard. 

A. learn                B. to learn          C. learning               D. having learnt 

8. I prefer staying at work late ______ work home with me. 

A. to take             B. taking             C. than take             D. to taking 

9. You are under no obligation to help as assistance is purely ______. 

A. free                  B. voluntary        C. charitable            D. donated 

10. Scientists ______ a carefully controlled experiment on the mystery virus. 

A. turned over     B. put up              C. carried out           D. set in 

11. It is impossible ______ such a difficult thing without any help. 

A. to do                B. do                    C. doing                   D. done 

12. After they ______ their breakfast, they ______ shopping yesterday. 

A. have/ go        B. had/ had        C. had/ had gone       D. had had/ went 

13. They ______ tea when the doorbell ______ 

A. have/ is ringing     B. were having/ rang 

C. had had/ rang       D. having/ ringing 

14. I didn’t want to make ____ fuss, so I left the crowds. 

A. a                     B. an                    C. the                    D. no article 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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15. Do you want ______ by the doctor? 

A. to examine     B. to be examined      C. being examined     D. being to examine 

16. They are whispering to avoid ______ by their friends. 

A. being heard        B. hearing        C. to be heard         D. being hearing 

17. __________ it over, I decided to laugh at myself and just join anyway. 

A. Having thought     B. I have thought      C. I thought     D. to have thought 

18. The children admitted ______ the money. 

A. take             B. to take              C. having taken            D. being taken 

19. We all said, “ ___________ ” ! before Nam blew out the candles on the birthday cake. 

A. Happy anniversary     B. Happy New Year 

C. Congratulations          D. Happy birthday to you 

20. If I ________ you were sick, I would have called sooner. 

A. knew              B. had known              C. know               D. would have known 

III. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for each 
blank: 

A beauty contest, or beauty pageant, is a competition between people, largely on the 
(21)___________ of their physical appearance. The modern beauty pageant can trace its 
origin to the Miss America pageant, first held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, in 1921, under 
the title 'Inter-City Beauty' contest. The following year the title was (22)_________ as Miss 
America. Other contests include the yearly Miss World competition and Miss Universe, 
which are the two largest and most famous (23)_________ beauty contests. 

Women from around the world (24)__________ in the competition for these titles. To be 

selected as Miss World or Miss Universe, a contestant must be celibate or single. If a Miss 
WorId fails to live up to people's expectations, she may be disqualified. The organizers of 
the major beauty contests represent their contests as being events of world importance. 
(25)__________, many other people consider beauty contests to be agreeable 

entertainment event of no great importance. 

21. A. beautiful           B. beautify            C. beauty               D. beautifully 

22. A. renewed           B. removed           C. renamed           D. retained 

23. A. nation               B. national            C. international      D. international 

24. A. participate        B. interest             C. excite                D. involve 

25. A. Besides            B. However           C. Therefore         D. Furthermore 

IV. Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answer: 

In an early survey conducted in 1888, a billion and a half people inhabited the earth. Now, 
the population is about six billion and is growing fast. Even though the rate of growth has 
begun to slow down, most people believe the population size may be eight billion during the 
next several years. 

If we examine the amount of land available for this ever increasing population, we begin to 
see the problem. Not all land is useful to us because it cannot produce food. We can cut out 
about one fifth of it because it is covered by snow and ice. Then we can cut out another fifth 
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because it is desert. Another fifth is mountains. The other fifth does not have enough soil for 
crops to grow because it is bare rock. Obviously, with so little land to support us, we should 
take great care not to reduce it any more or with the rapidly growing population we may 
sooner or later lack food to eat and place to live in. 

26. What is the main topic of the passage? 

A. The world's population and the shortage of cultivated land. 

B. The growth of the world's population. 

C. The necessity of reducing the rate of birth. 

D. The shortage of cultivated land. 

27. The world's population ______________ at present. 

A. has stopped growing     B. is still growing 

C. is decreasing rapidly     D. stands at about eight billion 

28. According to the passage, we _______________. 

A. can cultivate on all land. 

B. are not influenced by the land reduction 

C. can grow crops on bare rock 

D. should protect land 

29. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word 'bare' in the second paragraph? 

A. hard           B. empty           C. treeless              D. rough 

30. Which of the following sentences is not true according to the passage? 

A. Most of the world's land are uncultivated. 

B. The rapid growth of population may lead to a shortage of land. 

C. Only one fifth of the world's land is being cultivated. 

D. There has been a dramatic reduction of the birth rate. 

V. Rewrite the sentences using the given cues: 

31. “ If I were you, I wouldn’t buy this coat.”, She said to me. 

She told me _______________. 

32. I don’t have enough free time, so I can’t go out with you. 

If ________________________. 

33. “I’m sorry I couldn’t come on Saturday, ” said Tom. 

Tom apologized ____________. 

34. After we had finished the first term, they went camping yesterday. 

Having ____________________. 

Key  

1B  2D  3C  4B  5A  6C  7B  8D  9B  10C 

11A 12D  13B  14A  15B  16A  17A  18C  19D  20B 
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21C  22C  23D  24A  25B  26B  27B  28D  29C  30D 

31. She told me if she were me, she wouldn’t buy that coat. 

32. If I had enough free time, I could go out with you. 

33. Tom apologized (to me) for not coming on Saturday. 

34. Having finished the first term, they went camping yesterday. 

2. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 2 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGÔ QUYỀN 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest: 

1. A. picture         B. nature         C. just                   D. mutual 

2. A. generous     B. good           C. manager           D. general 

3. A. diagram       B. divide          C. environment     D. beginner 

4. A. volunteer     B. populous     C. poverty             D. construct 

5. A. depend        B. religion        C. separate           D. event 

II. Choose the word or phrase (a, b, c or d) that best fits the blank space in each 
sentence or substitutes for the underlined word or phrase: 

6. Let's go ahead and do it now. Nothing ______ by waiting. 

A. accomplishes            B. accomplished 

C. has accomplished     D. will be accomplished 

7. No one is a better cook than your mother, ______? 

A. is she         B. isn't she         C. are they            D. aren't they 

8. “Did you enjoy the picnic?” - “It was okay, but I'd rather ______ to a movie.” 

A. to go          B. be going         C. have gone         D. went 

9. I don't remember ______ of the decision to change the company policy on vacation. 

When was it decided? 

A. telling         B. being told       C. to tell                  D. to be told 

10. I couldn't find Jo at the party last night. If I ______ him, we'd have been happy. 

A. meet           B. met                C. have met            D. had met 

11. In tonight's quiz, our contestants have come from all over the country. 

A. losers          B. judges        C. competitors         D. winners 

12. Jones will have completed his four-year course at university next month. 

A. finished        B. found            C. tried                    D. enjoyed 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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13. We are looking forward _________ from you soon. 

A. of having heard     B. at hearing      C. to hearing     D. from hearing 

14. ___________ it was raining heavily, he went out without a raincoat. 

A. Because of            B. In spite of       C. Because     D. Although 

15. When you got back, he ___________ Ha Noi for Sai Gon. 

A. leaves                   B. had left            C. has left       D. will leave 

16. I don’t think ________ likes the film. It’s boring. 

A. someone              B. no one             C. everyone     D. anyone 

17. We wish you both health and longevity. 

A. long life                B. happy life          C. easy life     D. exciting life 

18. If you walk on the stress before Tet, you’ll find great ________ everywhere. 

A. exciting                B. excited              C. excitedly     D. excitement 

19. The United Nations is a(an)________organization. 

A. national                B. nation               C. international     D. internationally 

20. There are 54 ______ minorities in Vietnam. 

A. national               B. primary               C. ethnic               D. main 

III. Choose the underlined word or phrase - a, b, c or d - that needs correcting: 

21. If you work hard (A), you would be (B) successful in (C) anything that (D) you do. 

22. Special education is intended help (A) both (B) handicapped and gifted children to 
reach (C) their learning potentials (D). 

23. Any (A) passengers travel (B) to Cambridge should sit in (C) the first two carriages 
of (D) the train. 

24. Never in the history (A) of humanity there have (B) been more people (C) living (D) on 
this relatively small planet. 

25. An increasing (A) number works (B) office works (C) use computer programs as (D) 
daily routine. 

IV. Read the text below and then decide which answer - a, b, c or d – best fits each 
space: 

In many countries in (26) ______ of industrialization, overcrowded cities present a (27) 
______ problem. The (28) ______ of towns is mainly caused by the drift of large numbers 
of people from the rural areas. The (29) ______ long-term solution is to make (30) ______ 
in the rural areas more attractive, which would (31) ______ people to stay there. This could 

be achieved by providing incentives for people to go and work in the villages. Moreover, 
(32) ______ in the rural areas, such as transportation, health and education services should 
be (33) ______. 

26. A. progress     B. process       C. procedure     D. proceeding 

27. A. little             B. basic           C. major            D. practical 

28. A. population   B. popularity    C. underpopulation     D. overpopulation 
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29. A. barely          B. only             C. single            D. one 

30. A. sights          B. surroundings      C. atmosphere     D. life 

31. A. insist            B. suggest       C. encourage     D. persuade 

32. A. equipment    B. facilities       C. means           D. appliances 

33. A. invested        B. increased    C. impressed     D. improved 

V. Rewrite the sentences using the given cues: 

34. The teacher made his students work hard for the exam. 

The students _____________. 

35. It was a long time ago when I saw a movie. 

I haven't ________________. 

36. Julia didn't wear the raincoat, so she got a cold. 

If Julia _________________. 

Key 

1C  2B  3D  4D  5C  6D  7C  8C  9B  10D 

11C  12A  13C  14D  15B  16D  17A  18D  19C  20C 

21B  22A  23B  24B  25C  26B  27C  28D  29B  30D 

31C  32B  33D   

34. The students were made to work hard for the exam (by their teacher). 

35. I haven't seen a movie for a long time. 

36. If Julia had worn the raincoat, she wouldn't have got a cold. 

3. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 3 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

LÝ THÁI TỔ 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest: 

1. A. struggle        B. clumsy         C. crucial            D. grumble 

2. A. exchange     B. children        C. peach             D. machine 

3. A. wife              B. who              C. two                  D. power 

4. A. church          B. chemistry     C. changeable     D. champion 

5. A. answer         B. night             C. ink                   D. run 

II. Choose the word or phrase (a, b, c or d) that best fits the blank space in each 
sentence: 

6. These workers stopped ________ some coffee because they felt sleepy. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. to have            B. have           C. having             D. had 

7. Homes are often decorated ____________ plants and flowers at Tet. 

A. with                  B. in                C. for                   D. about 

8. Henry: "Thanks for your help, Mike!" 

Mike: "_____________________" 

A. It's my pleasure.                         B. The same to you. 

C. It's very nice of you to say to.     D. You've got to be kidding. 

9. "_________ do you go to the cinema?" - " Twice a year'' 

A. What               B. How many    C. How often     D. Why 

10. She said she ______ that film several years before. 

A. had seen        B. has seen        C. saw              D. would see 

11. The secret of getting good marks is to keep ______ in the exam room. 

A. calm              B. calmly                C. calming       D. calmed 

12. ______ you change your mind, I won't be able to help you. 

A. If only            B. Because            C. Unless        D. Provided 

13. Big cities like New York and London are _________ populated. 

A. greatly           B. densely              C. closely       D. variously 

14. ______ in some developing countries may be the cause of poverty and hunger. 

A. Modernization     B. Literacy      C. Pollution     D. Overpopulation 

15. ______ Christmas Eve, people often have parties late at midnight. 

A. On                 B. In                       C. At              D. For 

16. A lot of things ______ to the house before we can move in. 

A. need be doing      B. need to be done     C. need being done     D. need to do 

17. Had he learned the lesson well, he ______ more confident now. 

A. would feel     B. would have felt      C. will feel     D. will have felt 

18. When I met Jackie, he ______ from his university already. 

A. graduated     B. was graduating        C. has graduated     D. had graduated 

19. He got an excellent grade in his examination ______ the fact that he had not worked 

particularly hard. 

A. on account of     B. because of         C. in spite of     D. Although 

20. He saw his girlfriend __________in the park yesterday. 

A. walk               B. was walking            C. to walk          D. walked 

III. Read the text below and then decide which answer - A, B, C or D – best fits each 
space: 

I had an amusing experience last year. When I (21)______to a town in the south of France, 
a young man waved to me. I stopped and he asked me for a lift. As soon as he had got into 
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the car, I said good morning (22)______ him in French and he replied in the same 
language. (23)______ kept silent during the journey. I myself know a little of French. I had 
nearly approached the town when the young man suddenly said, very (24)______, "Do you 
speak English?". As I soon learnt, he was English himself. 

21. A. was driving     B. is driving      C. are driving     D. were driving 

22. A. from                B. at                 C. by                  D. to 

23. A. Someone     B. No one           C. Everyone     D. Anyone 

24. A. quick             B. slowly            C. slow             D. slowliness 

IV. Read the passage and answer the questions below: 

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE HOLIDAY 

My most memorable experience happened three months ago when I went to the south of 
France with my husband. We went by boat and car. We were there for two weeks and we 
stayed in a small hotel. We had a very good time. We sunbathed and read books. We went 
to the beach every day. We visited a lot of historical places. The weather was lovely and the 
food in France was wonderful. 

But on the last day our car broke down. We didn’t speak French and we needed to get to 
Boulogne to get the boat to England. Luckily, we met another Englishman, Simon Pike. He 
was very friendly. He had a car and he took us to Paris to get the train to Boulogne. 

When we arrived at the station, Simon said, “Don’t worry. I speak a little French.” He ran to 
the ticket office and bought us two tickets. He asked a guard in French, “Excuse me! Which 
platform for Boulogne?” “Platform 7,” said the guard, ‘but hurry! It leaves in two minutes.” 

We ran to platform 7 and got on the train. We said goodbye and thanked Simon. “You’re 
welcome,” he said. “Have a good trip!” The train left, and we started to talk to an Italian 
tourist. 

“What time do we arrive in Boulogne?” we asked. “Boulogne?” he said. “I think you have a 
problem. This train goes to Toulouse.” 

25. Where did the couple in the story go in France? 

_______________________________. 

26. Did they have a good journey at first? 

_______________________________. 

27. What happened on the last day of the journey? 

_______________________________. 

28. Why did they need to get to Boulogne? 

_______________________________. 

29. Did the train take them to Boulogne? 

_______________________________. 

V. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the 
sentence printed before: 

30. She became tired of my complaints about the programme. She turned it off. 

Becoming __________________. 
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31. “I have always wanted to be a pilot,” Pogba said to you. 

Pogba has always dreamed ______. 

32. The manager told the visitors not to stay at the hotel near the airport. 

The manager warned ____________. 

33. I would do anything for you. 

There’s _______________________. 

34. Your birthday party was the last time I really enjoyed myself. 

I haven’t _____________________. 

Key 

1C 2D  3A  4B  5C  6A  7A  8A  9C  10A 

11A  12C  13B  14D  15A  16B  17B  18D  19C  20A 

21A  22D  23C  24B   

25. They went to the south. 

26. Yes, they did. 

27. Their car broke down. 

28. Because they wanted to get the boat to England from Boulogne. 

29. No, it didn’t. 

30. Becoming tired of my complaints about the programme, she turned it off. 

31. Pogba has always dreamed of being a pilot. 

32. The manager warned the visitors against staying at the hotel near the airport. 

33. There’s nothing (that) I wouldn’t do for you. 

34. I haven’t really enjoyed myself since your birthday party. 

4. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 4 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

LÊ THÁNH TÔN 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

PART A: MULTIPLE CHOICE (6,0 ms) 

I. LISTENING (1,0 m) 

Listen to the passage three times and do the following tasks. 

Question 1: What sport does Ba ask Nam to play? 

A. Baseball               B. Volleyball             C. Basketball                 D. Football 

Question 2: What should Nam do? 

A. Do his homework                                 B. Clean his room 
C. Do his housework                                D. Clean the house 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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Listen to the passage below and decide whether the following sentences are True (T) 
of False (F). 

Question 3: Ba and Nam can meet on Saturday.                 T             F 

Question 4: They meet at seven o'clock.                              T            F 

II. PHONETICS (1,0 m) 

Choose the word whose underlined part is PRONOUNCED differently from that of the 
others. 

Question 5: A. danger              B. mutual             C. village                   D. change 

Question 6: A. thing                 B. women             C. runner                   D. seven 

Choose the word that has a different STRESS PATTERN from that of the others. 

Question 7: A. influence           B. celebrate         C. acquaintance        D. stimulate 

Question 8: A. unselfishness    B. agrarian          C. volunteer               D. enthusiast 

III. GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY (2,0 ms) 

Choose the best answer to complete each sentence below. 

Question 9: The exam is coming, so the teachers make their students _________ a lot. 

A. to study                B. studying                  C. studied                 D. study 

Question 10: Streets are _________ with colored lights and red banners. 

A. drawn                  B. written                     C. decorated             D. maintain 

Question 11: A: "What kind of volunteer work are you participating in?" 

B: "_________." 

A. I am helping old and sick people            C. I am giving them money 
B. I am going shopping                               D. I am cleaning up my house 

Question 12: When I _________ home, my parents _________to work. 

A. got / went                                               C. was getting / went 
B. got / had gone                                        D. was getting / had gone 

Question 13: Lan is one of the talented _________ in the competition. 

A. performing           B. performers            C. performer              D. performance 

Question 14: The man enjoys _________ to music in his free time. 

A. listen                    B. listening                 C. to listen                 D. listened 

Find the underlined part in each sentence that needs correcting. 

Question 15: By the time we got to the party, they were eating everything. 

A. were eating          B. to                           C. By the time            D. got 

Question 16: I'm still looking for a job, but I hope finding something soon. 

A. a                           B. finding                   C. for                          D. looking 

IV. READING COMPREHENSION (2,0 ms) 

Read the passage and choose the best answer for each question. 
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One afternoon I went upstairs to have a bath. As I was getting into the bath, the telephone 
rang in the hall. I was expecting an important call, so I ran downstairs. There was nobody 
else at home, so I didn't get dressed again. However, when I was standing in the hall with 
nothing on, I heard voices outside the front door. It was my teenage daughter and her 
friends, but I couldn't get back upstairs in time. I put down the phone, ran into the living 
room and hid behind the curtains. Unfortunately, the window cleaner was cleaning the living 
room windows. When I suddenly appeared, the poor man fell off his ladder. Fortunately, 
when my daughter and her friends heard the noise, they ran outside. When I looked out of 
the window, they were helping the window cleaner. So I went upstairs and put on the 
dressing gown. Luckily, the window cleaner wasn't hurt, but it was all very embarrassing. 

Question 17: The man was getting into the bath when _________. 

A. his daughter came home                      C. somebody phoned him 
B. he made a phone call                           D. an important person came 

Question 18: The man ran downstairs with nothing on his body because _________. 

A. he didn't want to miss an important call 
B. there was nobody else in the house 
C. he heard voice outside 
D. A & B are correct 

Question 19: While the man was answering the phone _________. 

A. he saw his daughter and her friends 
B. he heard his daughter's voice outside the front door 
C. the window cleaner fell off his ladder 
D. his daughter and her friends came in 

Question 20: The window cleaner fell off the ladder because _________. 

A. he saw the man with nothing on his body 
B. he heard the voice of the girl 
C. he heard the phone ring 
D. he was careless 

Read the passage and choose the best word for each blank. 

Voluntary work is work that you do not get (21) _________ for and usually involves doing 
things to help other people, especially the elderly or the sick, or working on behalf (22) 
________ a charity or similar organizations. Most charitable organizations rely on unpaid 
volunteers, and thousands of Americans and British people spend many hours or their time 
doing some forms of social work or organizing fund-raising events to support the work. 
Volunteering is especially popular in the U.S and the reasons (23) _________ this may be 
found in basic American values such as the idea that work improves the person who does it 
and the belief that people can change their condition if they try (24) _________ 

Question 21: A. pay             B. paying                C. paid                  D. pays 

Question 22: A. to                B. of                       C. at                       D. in 

Question 23: A. about          B. to                       C. for                      D. why  

Question 24: A. too hard      B. hard enough      C. enough hard      D. hard too 

PART B: WRITING (2,0 ms) 
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Rewrite the following sentences with the words given in the way that the rewritten 
one is closest in meaning with the original one. 

Question 25: He doesn't have money, so he cannot afford a new car. 

If ___________________________________________________________. 

Question 26: "I will come to see you if I have time." the man said to her. 

The man _____________________________________________________. 

Question 27: He lost all his money because he wasn't careful. 

If ___________________________________________________________. 

Question 28: Hoa had dinner, then she went out. 

After _________________________________________________________. 

Complete the sentences below, use suggested words and add changes if necessary. 

Question 29: They / accuse / him / steal / their / best / cassette /. 

_____________________________________________________________. 

Question 30: While / I / wait / you / I / see / serious / accident /. 

_____________________________________________________________. 

Key 

1. C 
2. B 
3. F 
4. T 

5. B 
6. A 
7. C 
8. C 

9. D 
10. C 
11. A 
12. B 

13. B 
14. B 
15. A 
16. B 

17. C 
18. D 
19. B 
20. A 

21. C 
22. B 
23. D 
24. B 

PART B: WRITING (2,0 ms) 

Question 25: If he had money (0,125), he could afford a new car (0,125). 

Question 26: The man told her (that) he would come to see her (0,125), if he had time. 

(0,125). 

Question 27: If he had been careful (0,125), he wouldn't have lost all his money (0,125). 

Question 28: After Hoa had had dinner (0,125), she went out (0,125). 

Question 29: They accused him of (0,25) / stealing their best cassette (0,25). 

Question 29: While I was waiting for you (0,25) / I saw a serious accident (0,25). 

5. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 5 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGÔ LÊ TÂN 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest. (1.0 pts)  
1. A. answer          B. wheel          C. wet                D. away 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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2. A. against          B. garage        C. bridge            D. game  

3. A. decrease       B. remote        C. complete       D. people  

4. A. understand    B. building       C. university      D. use 
II. Vocabulary and structures (2.0 pts)  
1. Each nation has many people who ———— take care of others.  
A. volunteers        B. voluntary      C. volunteer       D. voluntarily 
2. The lawn needs mowing again.  
A. repairing           B. cutting          C. making          D. bending  
3. The old woman accused the boy________________her window.  
A. on breaking      B. at breaking   C. in breaking    D. of breaking  
4. He accused me of having broken his mobile phone .  
A. gerund              B. perfect gerund      C. past participle     D. present participle  

 
5. Duc: Let's go fishing this afternoon.  

Thuong: ________________________  
A. Yes, let's     B. No, let us go      C. I don't want      D. You may go  
6. People are now raising money for flood victims.  
A. gerund        B. present participle     C. perfect gerund      D. perfect participle 
7. The table needs to tidy up after the dinner.  
      A                B        C                  D 
8. “ Don’t cross the river, it’s full of crocodiles” the guider said. 
A. The guider warned us not crossing the river, it’s full of crocodiles  
B. The guider warned us against not crossing the river, it’s full of crocodiles  
C. The guider warned against not crossing the river, it’s full of crocodiles  
D. The guider warned us against crossing the river, it’s full of crocodiles 
III. Give the correct form of the verbs ( 2pts)  
1. Lan has spent much time ( learn ) _____________ new words. 
2. Harry says he doesn't remember ( meet) ___________ Sally before.  
3. After finishing his work, he (decide) ___________ to go out. 
4. They went home after they ( finish) ____________ their work.  
5. Don’t phone her just now. She (talk) ___________to her boss. 
6. I think she is the nicest person I (ever meet) ______________.  
7. There was nobody at the office. Mr. Brown (allow) ____________ the staff to go home.  
8. ( lose) _________ the match, the team traveled home in deep spirit. 
IV. Rewrite the sentences as suggested ( 3.5pts) 

1. Because I had already eaten that food several times, I didn't want it .  
2."It was nice of you to invite me to the dinner. Thank you," Miss Lien said to Trang.  
3.She said to me " I always want to run my own business" .  
4. " I'm sorry I didn't ring you to say I'd be late." he said 
5. You were talking to Trang at Tnice café when I went pass.  
6. "Why don't you install gas central heating?" said the advertiser. ( SUGGEST)  
7.The man wasn’t able to understand English, so he didn’t know what I saiD. (Use: present 

participle)  

V. Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below (1.5 pt )  

THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

The ancient Greeks first had the idea of getting men together every four years to hold and 
witness sporting events ( in those days women did not participate, though they had their 
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own, independent, events).The idea was to have the best athletes from all over Greece 
gather in one field and compete every four years. All wars and fighting had to stop while the 
athletes and their supporters came together in the town of Olympia for a few days to 
compete in a few events, mostly related to warfare ( throwing the javelin, running, wrestling, 
boxing and chariot racing). The idea of having the modern Games was suggested in the 
mid 19th century but they weren't a world event until 1896. Besides being postponed 

because of wars, they have been held since then every four years in different cities in the 
world. 
Anwer the questions below:  
1. Where did the Olympic Games originate ?  
2. How often do the modern Games take place ?  
3. When did the modern Olympic Games become a world event ? 
Key 
I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest. 
1. A   2. C   3. B   4.A 

II. Vocabulary and structures  
1. D   2. B   3. D   4.B   5. A   6. B   7. C   8. D 

III. Give the correct form of the verbs 
1. leaning  

2. meeting  

3. decided  

4. had finished  

5. is talking  

6. have ever met  

7. had allowed  

8. Having lost 

IV. Rewrite the sentences as suggested 
1. Having already eaten that food several times, I didn't want it . 
2.  Miss Lien thanked Trang for inviting her to the dinner. 
3. She told me that she dreamed of  running her own business.  
4. He apologized (to me) for not ringing me to say he'd be late. 
5. I saw you talking to Trang at Tnice café when I went pass. 
6. The advertiser suggested installing gas central heating. 
7. Not being able to understand English, so he didn’t know what I said. 
V. Answer the question 
1. It originated in Greece.  
2. They take place every four years. 
3. They became a world event until ( after/ since) 1896. 

6. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 6 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGUYỄN HUỆ 

             

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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          (Đề thi có  03 trang)  

 
I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest. (1.0 pts)  
1. A. reached       B. increase        C. mean         D. steady 
2. A. against        B. garage           C. bridge        D. game  
3. A. whole          B. whale             C. window      D. water 
4. A. use              B. student          C. university   D. volunteer 
II. Vocabulary and structures (2.0 pts)  
1. The instructor warned the students _____________ sailing alone on the lake.  
A. on             B. for            C. of            D. against  
2. The competition was ______________ by the Students' Parents Society.  
A. bought      B. called       C. sponsored       D. encouraged  
3. He denied having taken my book away .  
A. present participle    B. perfect gerund    C. gerund     D. perfect participle 
4. People are now raising money for flood victims.  
A. sending    B. collecting  C. paying      D. making  
5. A person who has been chosen to speak or vote for someone else on behalf of a group 
called___________. 
A. contestant   B. competitor   C. examinee   D. representative 
6. David: “How about drinking a cup of coffee?”  

Mary:____________________  
A. No, thank you.     B. It’s really delicious.     C. I’m thirsty.     D. I’ll buy you one.  
7.I spent most of my time in the train read my favourite book.  
        A         B                         C           D  
8. He played some games and then went to bed.  
A. Playing some games, and then he had gone to bed.  
B. He went to bed before having played some games.  
C. Having played some games, he went to bed.  
D. While he was playing some games, he was going to bed. 
III. Give the correct form of the verbs ( 2pts)  
1.You can’t prevent him from (drink) __________ alcohol. 
2. I avoid (go) __________out with my friends before the test.  
3. (Finish) ____________ all my exercises, I went to bed.  
4. ( See) _________ photographs of the place, I had no desire to go there.  
5. I saw an accident when I (wait) __________ for you on this corner yesterday.  
6. Don’t make so much noise! Peter (study) ___________  
7. What (happen) ____________ at your parent's last week?  
8. He (see) __________ you in 5 minutes because he has just come in . 
IV. Rewrite the sentences as suggested ( 3.5pts) 
1. "Shall we eat out tonight?" she said.  
2. After he had completed the novel, he went abroad.  
3. “Please give me some more money, Mum” Daisy said.  
4. Jane was standing outside a shop when I saw her.  

5. – The man: You stole my money, Joe, didn't you ?  

– Joe : Yes, but ……….  
6. We live alone, we become independent ( Use: present participle)  
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7. “I heard that you won the competition. Congratulation!’ said Nancy. ( CONGRATULATE)  
V. Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below (1.5 pt )  

VOLUNTEERS ABROAD 

More and more young people are doing voluntary work abroad. The wild variety of jobs 
and destinations available is making it an increasingly attractive option for those who have 
just left school and have a year free before university. Many choose to spend these twelve 
months working in poor countries. There they will earn little or no money. But they will be 
doing something useful – and enjoying the experience. The work may consist of helping the 
local communities, for example by helping to build new road or provide water supplies to 
isolated rural villages. Other projects may concentrate more on conservation or 
environmental protection. Whatever kind of job it is, it is certain to be challenging and 
worthwhile, and an experience that will never be forgotten. 
Answer the questions below:  
1. Who works as volunteer before university?  
2. How much money will they get when doing volunteer work?  
3. What do they think about the job that they do?  
Key  
I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest. 
1. D 2.C 3. A 4.D 

II. Vocabulary and structures 
1. D 2. C 3.B 4. B 5. D 6. A 7.D 8.C 

III. Give the correct form of the verbs 
1. drinking  

2.  going  

3. Having finished  

4. Having seen  

5. was waiting  

6. is studying  

7.  happened  

8. will see 

IV. Rewrite the sentences as suggested 
1. She suggested eating out that night. 
2. Having completed the novel, he went abroad. 
3. Daisy insisted on giving her some more money. 
4. I saw Jane standing outside a shop. 
5. – Joe admitted having stolen the man’s ( his) money.  
(OR) – Joe admitted stealing the man’s ( his) money. 
6. Living alone, we become independent. 
7. Nancy congratulated Nancy on winning the competition. 

V. Answer the questions 
1. They are young people who have just left school. 
2. They will earn little or no money.  
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3. Whatever kind of job they do, it is certain to be challenging and worthwhile, and an 
experience (that will never be forgotten) 

7. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 7 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGUYỄN THÁI HỌC 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

Part A: Multiple choice 

Question 1: The plants want ..................... daily. 

A. watering                   B. to be watered           C. being watered       D. to water 

Question 2: Tom apologized to being late for class. 

A. apologized               B. to                              C. being                     D. late 

Question 3: Daisy is so ............... . She is only cares about herself, not about other people. 

A. talkative                   B. loyal                         C. helpful                    D. selfish 

Question 4: Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of 

the other words. 

A. hospital                    B. holiday                     C. honest                   D. husband 

Question 5: When we ............... to see him last night, he ............... to musiC. 

A. come / is listening                                         B. had come / listened 
C. came / was listening                                     D. were coming / had listened 

Question 6: I can't read when I am traveling. It makes me ............... sick. 

A. felt                            B. feeling                      C. to feel                   D. feel 

Question 7: We didn't visit the museum because we had no time. 

A. If we have time, we will visit the museum. 
B. If we had had time, we would have visited the museum. 
C. If we had time, we would visit the museum. 
D. If we had had time, we will have visited the museum. 

Question 8: Johnny will have completed his five- year course at university next month. 

A. finished                    B. found                         C. tried                     D. enjoyed 

Question 9: "What shall we do this evening?" " ..............." 

A. Let's go out for dinner 
B. No problem 
C. Oh, that's good! 
D. I went out for dinner 

Question 10: Does he tell you how he is getting ............... his new friends? 

A. out of                        B. on of                         C. on with                D. away with 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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Question 11: Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of 
the other words. 

A. machine                    B. choose                     C. teacher                D. change 

Question 12: In tonight's quiz, our contestants have come from all over the country. 

A. losers                        B. judges                      C. competitors         D. winners 

Question 13: We are looking forward ............... from you soon. 

A. of having heard         B. at hearing                C. to hearing           D. from hearing 

Question 14: Last month while we watched an exciting game on television in our living 

room, the electricity went out. 

A. Last month                B. on                            C. went out              D. watched 

Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for each 
blank from 15 to 19. 

A beauty contest, or beauty pageant, is a competition between people, largely on the 
(15)............. of their physical appearance. The modern beauty pageant can trace its origin 

to the Miss America pageant, first held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, in 1921, under the title 
'Inter-City Beauty' contest. The following year the title was (16)............. as Miss America. 

Other contests include the yearly Miss World competition and Miss Universe, which are the 
two largest and most famous (17)............. beauty contests. 

Women from around the world (18)............. in the competition for these titles. To be 
selected as Miss World or Miss Universe, a contestant must be celibate or single. If a Miss 
WorId fails to live up to people's expectations, she may be disqualified. The organizers of 
the major beauty contests represent their contests as being events of world importance. 
(19)............. many other people consider beauty contests to be agreeable entertainment 
event of no great importance. 

Question 15: A. beautiful                  B. beautify               C. beauty               D. beautifully 

Question 16: A. renewed                  B. removed             C. renamed            D. retained 

Question 17: A. nation                      B. national               C. international    D. international 

Question 18: A. participate               B. interest                C. excite                D. involve 

Question 19: A. Besides                   B. However             C. Therefore          D. Furthermore 

Question 20: Each nation has many people who ............... take care of others. 

A. voluntary                B. voluntarily                C. voluntariness            D. volunteer 

Question 21: Choose the word that has the stress pattern different from that of the other 

words. 

A. constancy              B. generous                 C. sympathy                  D. enthusiast 

Question 22: We ............... TV last night. 

A. don't watch            B. haven't watched      C. didn't watch               D. hadn't watched 

Question 23: He advised them ............... in class. 

A. not to talk               B. to not talk                C. to talk not                  D. don't talk 

Question 24: We all were in state of great............... when we learnt that we had passed the 
final exam. 
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A. excite                     B. exciting                   C. excitement                 D. excited 

Question 25: ............... all his homework, he went to bed. 

A. Doing                     B. Having done           C. To do                          D. Do 

Question 26: We are not permitted enter the factory after 6.p.m without authorization. 

A. authorization          B. permitted enter      C. We are                        D. after 

Question 27: If he had known that she was in the hospital, he would come to see her. 

A. see                        B. had known              C. was                             D. would come 

Question 28: Choose the word that has the stress pattern different from that of the other 

words. 

A. anniversary           B. unselfish                 C. suspicious                   D. acquaintance 

Question 29: They congratulated me ............... the exams with high marks. 

A. passed                  B. having passed        C. to pass                        D. on passing 

Question 30: Peter said, "I wish I hadn't lent him some money." 

A. Peter suggested lending him some money. 
B. Peter wishes not to lend him some money. 
C. Peter thanked him for lending him some money. 
D. Peter regretted lending him some money. 

Question 31: If everything is all right, we ............... our work on time. 

A. complete                B. are completing       C. have completed         D. will complete 

Question 32: The driver stopped ............... a coffee because he felt sleepy. 

A. have                       B. to have                   C. having                        D. had 

Part B: Writing 

Question 33: Rewrite the following sentence, using If. 

She is so busy that she can't come to the party. 

..................................................................................................... 

Question 34: Rewrite the following sentence, using the word in brackets. 

" Let's invite Mr. Brown to the party next weekend" he said. ( suggested) 

..................................................................................................... 

Question 35: Reorder the following words to make a meaningful sentence. 

teacher/ The/ students/ exam./ prevented/ his/ from/ in/ the/ cheating// 

..................................................................................................... 

Question 36: Reorder the following words to make a meaningful sentence. 

left/ The/ had/ train/ when/ got/ the/ we/ station./ to// 

..................................................................................................... 

Key 
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1. B 

2. B 

3. D 

4. C 

5. C 

6. D 

7. B 

8. A 

9. A 

10. C 

11. A 

12. C 

13. C 

14. D 

15. C 

16. C 

17. D 

18. A 

19. B 

20. B 

21. D 

22. C 

23. A 

24. C 

25. B 

26. B 

27. D 

28. A 

29. D 

30. D 

31. D 

32. B 

Part B: Writing 

Question 33: If she weren't so busy, she could come to the party. 

Question 34: He suggested inviting Mr. Brown to the party the next weekend. 

Question 35: The teacher prevented his students from cheating in the exam. 

Question 36: The train had left when we got to the station. 

8. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 8 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

TRẦN QUỐC TUẤN 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 
underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the 
following questions. 

1. A. summer       B. educate          C. club               D. public 

2. A. corn             B. cup                 C. can                D. city 

3. A. who             B. wheel              C. whether         D. whale 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the following questions. 

4. "Thank you very much for a lovely party" - " ..............." 

A. You are welcome                        B. Thanks 
C. Cheers                                        D. Have a good day 

5. " How are you today, Thomas?" " ........." 

A. Thanks                                       B. No, thanks 
C. Fine, thanks                               D. Yes, thanks 

6. Steve thought his ........................... with Helen was changing. 

A. relate               B. relative           C. relation           D. relationship 

7. There are many things...........to prepare for the wedding. 

A. do                    B. doing              C. to do               D. are done 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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8. The nurse suggested.............two aspirins. 

A. to take             B. taking              C. take                D. took 

9. Vietnamese women__ very proud of their ao dai. 

A. are                  B. were                C. had been        D. have been 

10. There's................. at the door. Can you go and see who it is ? 

A. someone        B. anyone            C. everyone        D. nobody 

11.I..... to work if I had a car 

A. will drive                                     B. would drive 
C would have driven.                     D. drive chosen 

12. If the weather......good, we will have lunch outside 

A. am                 B. were               C. is                      D. are 

13. It's no good......me of getting the fingers wrong! 

A. to accuse                                  B. accusing 
C. having accused                        D. to have accused 

14. "You should not drink too much beer." She advised me_________ too much beer. 

A. not drinking                              B. not to drink 
C. drinking                                    D. to drink 

15. Most passengers dislike......to sit in small, uncomfortable seats on long flights. 

A. having             B. to be had      C. to be having        D. to have 

16. The children agree ... the candy equally. 

A. to divide                                    B. to be divided 
C. to dividing                                 D. A&B 

17. My friend_______ to the museum last weekend. 

A. goes                B. went              C. had gone             D. have gone 

18. Thu and Lan_________ close friends for years. 

A. are                   B. were             C. had been             D. have been 

19. They let their children______up late at weekends. 

A. staying             B. stay              C. to stay                  D. stayed 

20. Peter is very funny. He makes me ....... a lot. 

A. laugh               B. to laugh         C. laughing               D. laughed 

Read the passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate 
the correct answer 

Sam went slowly upstairs to his room. He sat down at his desk, where his pen, paper and 
books lay waiting for him. He felt tired and knew he wasn't in the mood for his homework. 
"I'll listen to some music until I feel better!" he thought. So he turned on the radio. After 
twenty minutes, he turned it off, because it wasn't the kind of music he liked. He looked 
again at his books. There was so much homework that he couldn't do it all in one evening! 
While he was thinking this, he began to feel hungry, although he had only recently had 
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supper. "Shall I make a sandwich, or just have an apple?" he wondered. He ate an apple, 
and then picked up his pen. "Right!" he said to himself. "It's difficult, but I'm going to do it!" 

21. Sam __________ his homework. 

A. really enjoyed                             B. was ready for 
C. liked to do                                   D. didn't like to do 

22. He turned on the radio to get_______. 

A. information                                  B. entertainment 
C. knowledge                                  D. advice 

23. He had supper_____ 

A. about four hours ago                  B. about five hours ago 
C. about six hours ago                   D. about an hour ago 

24. He decided to__________. 

A. eat some sandwich                    B. eat some meat 
C. eat some cake                           D. eat some fruit 

25. It is inferred from the passage that Sam was a_________. 

A. student            B. teacher          C. worker                D. doctor 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that 
needs correction. 

26. We are happy knowing that you have won a scholarship to study abroad. 
              A                 B                           C                                   D 

27. She noticed him to leave the party without saying goodbye. 
                  A                  B       C                           D 

28. I always make the children to pick up their toys. 
                       A       B                      C                D 

29. I don't have any news telling you. 
           A              B               C      D 

30. I'd like him going to a university but I can't make him go. 
          A               B                                               C            D 

Key 

1. B 

2. D 

3. A 

4. A 

5. C 

6. D 

7. C 

8. B 

9. A 

10. A 

11. B 

12. C 

13. B 

14. B 

15. A 

16.D 

17. B 

18. D 

19. B 

20. A 

21. D 

22. B 

23. D 

24. D 

25. A 

26. B 

27. B 

28. C 

29. C 

30. B 

9. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 9 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGUYỄN THÁI HỌC 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 
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          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Listen to the passage and fill in the missing words 

1. A. months            B. years             C. year                D. a year 

2. A. village             B. country          C. town                D. city 

3. A. to show          B. to want           C. to give             D. to keep 

4. A. students         B. doctors           D. farmers           C. teachers 

II. PHONETIC 

5. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other 
words. 

A. church               B. chemist           C. children           D. change 

6. Choose the word that has stress pattern different from that of the other words. 

A. number              B. eager              C. special            D. affair 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 

Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

7. My father always helps me ............ English 

A. to learn              B. learn                C. learning         D. A & B 

8. He didn't expect.............to the party. 

A. being invited      B. be invited         C. to be invited    D. to invite 

9. Tom admitted..........the rock through the window. 

A. to throw             B. throwing           C. being thrown   D. to be thrown 

10. Peter said that he saw Mary.........that beautiful vase. 

A. to break             B. break               C. had broken      D. broke 

11. Steve thought his........................... with Helen was changing. 

A. relate                 B. relative             C. relation            D. relationship 

12. There are many things...........to prepare for the wedding. 

A. do                      B. doing                C. to do                D. are done 

13. The nurse suggested.............two aspirins. 

A. to take               B. taking               C. take                  D. took 

14. He is too................. to lend me his bicycle. 

A. selfish                B. enthusiastic     C. helpful              D. pleasant 

15. Can you............your best friend's physical characteristics? 

A. describe            B. say                   C. talk                   D. show 

16. They let their children..................... up late at weekends. 

A. staying              B. stay                  C. to stay               D. stayed 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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IV. Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets (2 marks). 

1. I (not see)......... the film last night because I had seen it several times before. 

2. I asked him (explain).................. but he refused to say any thing. 

3. He (have)............dinner when I came 

4. We watched the children (jump)................ from a window and falling into a blanket held 
by people below. 

V. Rewrite the sentences using suggested words without changing the meaning (2 
marks). 

1. May Day is the day. People hold a meeting on that day 

May Day is the day ..................................................................................... 

2. The teacher allowed me to stay at home to finish the assignment. 

The teacher let ........................................................................................... 

3. 1. I don't buy it because I don't have enough money. 

If I ............................................................................................................... 

4. "You should give up smoking." 

The doctor advised me .............................................................................. 

VI. Read the passage and answer the questions (2 marks). 

My oldest friend is Sally. We met thirty years ago when we were both five years old. It was 
my first day at school so I was very unhappy and I wanted my mother. Sally gave me some 
candy and we became friends immediately. We were together nearly everyday until we 
finished school twelve years later. 

Then I went to college, but Sally didn't. She got married when she was just eighteen and 
had three children. I studied for four years because I wanted to be an accountant. I had a 
lot of new friends, and I didn't see Sally very often. Sometimes we didn't see each other for 
months, but we often talk on the telephone. 

Now I'm married, too. I live near Sally and we meet every week. She's a student now, and I 
have a baby, so we can give each other a lot of advice. 

1. What is your oldest friend's name? 

................................................................................................ 

2. When did you meet her? 

................................................................................................ 

3. How did you make friends? 

................................................................................................ 

4. How did you often make a contact with each other? 

................................................................................................ 

Key 

I. Listen to the passage and fill in the missing words  

1. C   2. B   3. A   4. C 
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II. PHONETIC  

5. B   6. D 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 

7. D   8. C   9. B   10. B   11. D   12. C  13. B  14. A  15. A  16. B 

IV. Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets  

1. didn't see 

2. to explain 

3. was having 

4. jumping 

V. Rewrite the sentences using suggested words without changing the meaning 

1. May Day is the day when people hold a meeting 

2. The teacher let me stay at home to finish the assignment. 

3. If I had enough money, I would buy it 

4. The doctor advised me to give up smoking 

VI. Read the passage and answer the questions  

1. My oldest friend's name is Sally. 

2. I met her thirty years ago when we were both five years old. 

3. It was my first day at school so I was very unhappy and I wanted my mother. Sally gave 

me some candy and we became friends immediately 

4. We often talk on the telephone 

10. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 10 

TRƯỜNG THPT  

NGUYỄN THÁI HỌC 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM TRA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 11 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 
underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following 
questions. 

Question 1: A. honest                 B. hour                   C. honour                D. home 

Question 2: A. cooked                B. stopped              C. laughed              D. loved 

Question 3: A. match                   B. chair                 C. chemistry            D. watch 

Question 4: A. photographs         B. bags                 C. kids                      D. days 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 
that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 5: We were having lunch when we hear the news. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. we                        B. having                 C. hear                  D. the news 

Question 6: He had come away, not knowing where to turn or what to doing. 

A. had                    B. away                      C. not knowing             D. to doing 

Question 7: They asked me what did happen the night before, but I was unable to tell 

them. 

A. the night before               B. unable              C. what did happen           D. tell them 

Question 8: Hung congratulated us about passing our exams. 

A. us                             B. about                     C. passing             D. our exams 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the following questions. 

Question 9: It's time we_____ harder. 

A. studied                       B. study                     C. shall study               D. have studied 

Question 10: If they had recognized her, they ________ to her. 

A. will speak                       B. will have spoken 

C. would have spoken         D. would speak 

Question 11: I've got lots of________ but only a few really good friends. 

A. best mates                B. acquaintances             C. neighbours              D. partners 

Question 12: He ______ thousands of dollars to charity. 

A. donated                    B. spent                             C. wasted                 D. sponsored 

Question 13: Gold ______ jewelry. 

A. used to make                 B. used to making            C. is used to make           D. is used to 
making 

Question 14: He is so________ that he never lets his wife go out alone. 

A. jelously                          B. jelousness                C. jealousy                  D. jealous 

Question 15: Hung should have apologized ______ being late this morning, but he did not. 

A. to                                  B. for                             C. out                 D. up 

Question 16: _______ he was late he stopped to buy a sandwich. 

A. If                                 B. So that                      C. Although                 D. Because 

Question 17: They didn't finish their work on time, ______? 

A. didn't they                       B. do they                   C. don't they         D. did they 

Question 18: You _______ your new hat when I _______ you yesterday. 

A. was wearing/ met                B. wore/ met                C. wore/ had met       D. were 

wearing/ met 

Question 19: The plants want ______ daily. 

A. to water                           B. to be watered                 C. to watering               D. being 
watered 

Question 20: The result of exam_______ this afternoon. 
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A. will be announced             B. will announce                C. will announced       D. will be 
announce 

Question 21: I often take part...... social activities every weekend 

A. For                           B. against                    C. in                D. over. 

Question 22: I'm happy _____ that you have passed the exams. 

A. knew                       B. to know                      C. knowing               D. have known 

Question 23: They made her ______ there for the weekend. 

A. stay                        B. to stay              C. staying               D. stayed 

Question 24: Their homework needs _______ up again. 

A. checking                      B. to check               C. be checking             D. checked 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 
response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 25: "Let's go out for dinner." "..............." 

A. Thank you                   B. Good idea              C. I agree             D. My pleasure 

Question 26: Mike: "I'm taking my end of term examination tomorrow" ~ Windy: 
"___________" 

A. Good time.                    B. Good day              C. Good chance                 D. Good luck 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 
CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 27: The price of petroleum has decreased since last month. 

A. gone down                  B. give up                    C. look for               D. let off 

Question 28: In tonight's quiz, our competitors have come from all over the country. 

A. judges                        B. contestants                C. singers                D. winners 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 
OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 29: The price of petroleum has decreased since last month. 

A. fall in                        B. increase                     C. reduce                   D. cut down 

Question 30: The President expressed his deep sorrow over the bombing deaths. 

A. joyance                     B. anxiety                    C. disappointment                D. interest 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 
to each of the following questions. 

PREPARING A DINNER PARTY 

Giving a dinner party is a wonderful way of entertain people. You can also make new 
friends and give others the chance to get to know each other better. It needs planning, 
though. First, make a guest list, with different kinds of people and a mixture of women and 
men. Don't invite couples because they aren't so much fun. 

When you know who can come, find out what they like to eat and drink. Note down any who 
are vegetarians, or who can't eat or drink certain things for religious seasons. 
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Then plan their menu. Include a first course, a choice of main courses and a dessert, plus 
lots of people's favourite drinks. The next thing to do is the shopping. Make sure buy more 
than enough of everything, and that someone can help you carry it! 

On the day, start cooking early. Give people appetizers like Greek mezze or Spanish tapas, 
so they don't get hungry if they have to wait. Serve the delicious meal, sit down with your 
guests and have a good time – you've earned it! 

Question 31: Which of the following is NOT mentioned as the purpose of giving a dinner 
party? 

A. to entertain people.                       B. to make new friends. 

C. to get people to know more about their host and hostess.           D. to help people to 

know each other better. 

Question 32: When giving a dinner party, you should NOT invite......................... 

A. husbands and wives.                     B. those who are vegetarians. 

C. both women and men.                   D. those who can't eat or drink certain things. 

Question 33: The menu should include these EXCEPT.......................... 

A. a first course              B. a supper             C. a dessert              D. main courses 

Question 34: According to the passage, starters should be served........................... 

A. because the guests want to have a good time together 

B. because the guests like eating them 

C. because the guests want to eat them while having to wait 

D. because the guests may be hungry while having to wait 

Question 35: What should you do while the guests are having their evening meal? 

A. Stand beside the guests without doing anything.               B. Sit down with the guests 
and have a good time. 

C. Sit down with the guests to show your politeness.             D. Only serve the guests with 
the food. 

VIII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 
sheet to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered 
blanks. 

Last Saturday the...(36)... of three classes of my school took...(37)... the annual final 

English Competition organized by our English teachers. Its aim was to stimulate the spirit 
of...(38)... English among students. The competition...(39)... by the Students' Parents 
Society. Mrs Lien, our...(40)... teacher, explained the competition's rules to the students. 

Question 36: A. representatives     B. monitors      C. representants           D. competitors 

Question 37: A. part to                   B. part out        C. part in                       D. part of 

Question 38: A.to learn                  B. learning        C. learned                    D. to learning 

Question 39: A. was sponsored     B. sponsored    C. to sponsor               D. sponsor 

Question 40: A. England                B. English         C. Englished                D. Englishing 
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IX. Rewrite the following sentences in such a way that they mean almost the same as 
those printed before them. 

Question 41: She said to him, "If I were you, I would attend the class." 

=> She told him...................................................... 

Question 42: My teacher said, " I think you should study harder." 

=> My teacher advised................................................ 

Question 43: " Why don't we go to Paris for the weekend." 

=> Neil suggested............................................................. 

Question 44: She started studying English 10 years ago. 

=> She has......................................................................... 

Key  

1D 2D 3C 4A 5C 6D 7C 8B 9A 10C 

11B 12A 13C 14D 15B 16C 17D 18D 19B 20A 

21C 22B 23A 24A 25B 26D 27A 28B 29B 30A 

31C 32A 33B 34D 35B 36A 37C 38B 39A 40B 

41: She told him (that) if she were him, she would attend the class. 

42: My teacher advised me to study harder. 

43: Neil suggested going to Paris for the weekend. 

44: She has studied English for 10 years. 
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